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§ GrayHair Software, Inc.
CATEGORY: Database/Postal Software

PRODUCT: SelectSolutions® Products

COMPANY: GrayHair Software, Inc., 124 Gaither Drive, Suite 160, Mt.
Laurel, NJ 08054-1719. Tele: 866-507-9999. Key Contact: Josh McCaully
Email: jmccaully@grayhairsoftware.com. Web: grayhairsoftware.com

DESCRIPTION: GrayHair Software, Inc. is an innovator and industry
leader in the development of services that improve and automate the
management of business mail. Through its own cloud-based services and
applications, the company delivers mission-critical mailing services in-
cluding Intelligent Mail® barcode assignment, mail tracking,
multi-channel marketing support, enterprise address management, mail
monitoring and a variety of other mail-processing applications.

MAILTRAK SELECT: MailTrak® Select (MTSelect) is a web-based
service that generates and encodes the Intelligent Mail barcode, QR
Codes and PURLs (personalized URLs) onto mail pieces. The service is
the gateway to many of the other offerings in the SelectSolutions® plat-
form including mail tracking, Address Change Service (ACS®) and mail
monitoring. Assignment of the IMb on mail pieces is one of the key re-
quirements needed to gain USPS Full Service qualification. These IMbs
comply with the mandated 45-day uniqueness rule. MTSelect supports
uniqueness for even longer depending on your requirements. QR code
and PURL assignment allow marketers to enhance Follow every move
your mailings make through the postal stream - from insertion to delivery.

MAILTRAK: MailTrak® is GrayHair’s industry-leading mail track-
ing application. Delivered through the SelectSolutions™ platform, this
managed service is driven through the USPS Confirm program and uses
the Intelligent Mail barcode (IMb™) to provide valuable insight on the
delivery date of your mail. This information is delivered via the most
sophisticated suite of reporting tools available, which collect, organize
and distill thousands of data points into actionable items. As a mail
owner, you get unprecedented mailstream visibility, vendor account-
ability and InHome™ delivery day management through MailTrak’s
status updates. With this level of mail tracking, you’ll know exactly
when your mail was delivered to the USPS and then be able to track it -
down to the individual piece - to its final destination. You can use this
information to more effectively manage call centers, trigger an email
follow up and measure response.

MAILTRAKBACK: Inbound mail tracking that allows you to manage
response and react. MailTrakBack® delivers robust and meaningful in-
formation, which is transformed into the industry’s leading management
reports available via our web-based viewer. This on-demand access al-
lows you to proactively manage the incoming mail for your campaigns.

ACS TRACKING - MAILTRAK AQ: The leading-edge mail-tracking
service merged with proprietary address correction services to update
your mailing lists in real time while applying the Intelligent Mail barcode.
MailTrak AQ® (Address Quality) builds on GrayHair’s mail tracking ex-
pertise and on the benefits of the Intelligent Mail barcode (IMb™) to pro-
vide leading-edge Address Change Service (ACS™). MailTrak AQ inte-
grates seamlessly into your current mail process to provide accurate,
timely electronic address updates. Through the tracking of these assigned
IMbs, address hygiene data is collected, stored and forwarded to you for
improved addressing and response rates.

MailTrak AQ combines our IMb and mail tracking expertise to provide
access to industry standard ACS services as well as access to our propri-
etary services. The AQ offerings integrate seamlessly into your current
mail process and the business rules can be defined on a job-by-job basis.

MailTrak AQ provides detailed reporting and electronic data feeds for
best practice mail processes.

CASS SERVICES: Improve the deliverability of your addresses and
gain greater postal discounts. CASS™ Services allows you to qualify for
discounts by using USPS regulations to standardize your addresses using
USPS data and presorting before entrance into the mailstream. CASS™
Reprocessing allows the CASS processing engine to reformat the input
data to identify more match rates especially when working with files
mixed with foreign records and other inconsistent field placements. The
USPS® NCOALink® product is a secure database of millions of
change-of-address (COA) records. It allows your clients to process their
lists and update records before mailing. The records consist of names and
addresses of individuals, families and businesses who filed a
change-of-address with the USPS.

HISTORICAL ADDRESS DATABASE: Avoid bad address repeti-
tion; compare each new mailing to a previously run job to remove or up-
date undeliverable mail pieces. The Historical Address Database saves
historical data of address corrections from previously run jobs. Using the
Historical Address Database allows you enhance future mailings so you
gain complete control of your mail. Save on mailing costs by using the
historical address database as opposed to running against the ACS™ data
provided by the USPS®.

UNIVERSAL ADDRESS DATABASE: Solve your undeliverable mail
problem and increase your marketing opportunities with this proprietary
address hygiene tool. Our Universal Address Database is supported by a
central repository containing the most comprehensive database of UAA
(Undeliverable as Addressed) mail. The application, available through-
out the SelectSolutions™ platform, offers a compilation of USPS® re-
ported undeliverable mail from multiple senders representing undeliver-
able mail intelligence from over 350 million consumer pieces per month.
The Universal Address Database matches UAA mail records against this
proprietary database. The data contained in this database exceeds 120
million records and continues to grow.

SECURE DESTRUCTION - MAILTRAK AQS: Expert management
and destruction of your returned mail. MailTrak AQS® (Address Quality
Secure) is GrayHair’s Secure Destruction solution. It integrates the USPS
Secure Destruction service into the SelectSolutions platform. Secure De-
struction allows mailers to have their First-Class undeliverable-as-ad-
dressed (UAA) letters (AKA returned-to-sender mail) securely disposed
of in accordance with National Association for Information Destruction
(NAID) guidelines and safely recycled after destruction.

MAILREPORT: Get complete visibility into your postage spend - by
client, permit, CAPS account, mailing or account period - any way you
want it. MailReport® simplifies the postage reconciliation process for
mail owners by enabling electronic receipt and comparison of postage
statements and mail service provider reports. This service replaces moun-
tains of spreadsheets with a secure web-based application that queries the
USPS for postage information, provides comparison capability and auto-
matically generates email exception reports. MailReport also supports a
wide range of output formats to allow you to update legacy host systems,
saving considerable time and money.

MAILWATCH: You never know when things are going to go wrong.
From supply chain mishaps to major disruptions, MailWatch® has you
covered. MailWatch performs an independent review of your mail as it
moves through the postal stream by analyzing the movement of your
mailpieces. Business rules built on years of postal expertise from working
with the leading mailers are used to detect potential problems. When a sit-
uation is detected, MailWatch follows pre-determined steps to analyze
the situation and bring it to your attention. These situations include postal
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issues such as missing containers, inefficient mail movement and even
natural disasters. From supply chain mishaps to major disruptions,
MailWatch is there to perform your independent review and alert you to
situations that impact your business.

CONTACT: To learn more about GrayHair Software call 866-507-9999,
email jmccaully@grayhairsoftware.com or go to grayhairsoftware.com.
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§ Melissa (formerly Melissa Data Corp.)
CATEGORY: Database/Postal Software

PRODUCT: MAILERS+4®, MAILERS Online, Suppression Services,
FTP Automation for NCOALink®, Mailing Lists, Move Update Service,
Canadian National Change of Address Processing (SERP), MatchUp®,
Global Express Entry®, Global Address Verification, Personator®
(fraud detection and ID verification), and CASS™ processing.

COMPANY: Melissa, 22382 Avenida Empresa, Rancho Santa
Margarita, CA 92688-2112. Phone: 800-800-MAIL; (949)-838-3000.

LIST PROCESSING: Canada Post NCOA® and USPS® NCOALink
Move Update change-of-address processing to reduce undeliver-
able-as-addressed mail, and qualify for postal discounts. Secure, auto-
mated 24/7 FTP submission offers no minimum charges per file or set up
fees – and turnaround for most jobs in 20 minutes or less. Low price guar-
anteed – we will beat any competitor’s price! Suppression services in-
clude Deceased, Do-Not Mail, and Inmate. Email and Phone Append
services also available.

MAILING LISTS: Instant access to qualified sales leads via satura-
tion, new mover, business and property owner mailings lists, to name a
few. Melissa also offers specialty mailing lists that target in-demand
prospects like medical professionals, registered voters, recent gradu-
ates, and automobile owners. The lists are regularly updated and are
USPS and CASS™ processed, plus we guarantee delivery. For
high-volume list buyers, Melissa offers its LeadGen APIs which allow
users to easily get counts and pull lists online 24/7. It is easily inte-
grated into custom applications and available lists include Consumer,
Business, Saturation, and Property.

MAILERS Online: Mail prep in the Cloud – what could be better?
MAILERS Online is the easiest solution to get your mail prepped and out
the door. No software to update. No long-term contracts. Pricing per job.
MAILERS Online presorts your mailing for either First-Class™, Market-
ing Mail™ (Standard Mail®), Periodicals, Nonprofit, Destination Dis-
counts (DDU), or eLot Enhanced Carrier Route basic rates. The solution
also does CASS™ processing, NCOALink, Canada Post NCOA, and
deduping. Increase mail deliverability, navigate complex postal regula-
tions with ease, and connect with customers on the move. MAILERS On-
line – the future of mailing software with the convenience of the Cloud!

MAILERS+4: The affordable, easy-to-use postal automation and bulk
mail software meets the budgets and direct-mail needs of any size mailer.
This desktop program delivers the tools you need to save up to 65% in
postage and printing costs and includes palletization options for
First-ClassTM and Standard Mail®. A subscription costs as little as $80
per month with no long term commitments.

Make Your Mailing Operations More Profitable 

Mailing Software DedupeGlobal Verify Lists/LeadsMove UpdateData Appends

@
+

• Clean addresses for better deliverability

• Qualify for the lowest postal rates

• Access 100s of fresh, accurate lists 
 

Try MAILERS Online with Free SmartMover  
www.melissa.com/mcloud
1-800-MELISSA (635-4772)
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MAILERS+4 Features:

--CASS CERTIFIED PROCESSING: Verifies, corrects and standard-
izes U.S. addresses to meet all USPS requirements for discounted mail-
ings. Monthly updates to USPS ZIP + 4/DPV/LACSLink data are avail-
able at no additional charge.

--PAVE® CERTIFIED® PRESORTING: Presorts letters, flats and
postcards for First-Class, Standard (profit and nonprofit) and Periodicals
discounts.

--NCOALINK PROCESSING: Access SmartMover NCOALink
Move Update service to (1) reduce undeliverable mail, (2) save money on
postage and printing, (3) qualify First-Class and Standard Mail mailings
for postal discounts, and (4) avoid non-compliancy penalties. Real-time
processing is available.

--DUPLICATE ELIMINATION: Removes duplicate records from one
or more mailing lists to help reduce postage and materials costs associated
with delivering multiple mail pieces to the same person or household.

--SERP-CERTIFIED™ CANADIAN ADDRESSING: Verify Cana-
dian addresses, standardize them to Canada Post SERP requirements, and
print labels with this optional feature.

--GEOCODING: Append latitude/longitude and other location-based
information with this optional feature.

--PALLETIZATION: Faster delivery, less handling, more savings for
high-volume mail with this optional feature.

APIS & CLOUD SERVICES: A collection of fully scriptable API com-
ponents and Cloud services for U.S. and Canadian address verification,
postal presorting, and delivery indication:

--PERSONATOR®: Global ID verification and fraud prevention ser-
vice verifies a name corresponds to an address, email, and phone number;

appends missing name, company name, phone number, and/or email ad-
dress to your records; and provides current addresses for people and com-
panies that have moved going back 20+years.

--GLOBAL ADDRESS VERIFICATION: Standardize, correct, trans-
literate, and format address data for 240+ countries to help ensure mail
deliverability and reduce fraud. CASS and SERP Certified.

--GLOBAL EXPRESS ENTRY®: Address autocompletion tool that
verifies addresses with type-ahead search function to reduce keystrokes
& eliminate shipping costs due to incorrect addresses.

--SMARTMOVER?: U.S. & Canadian change-of-address processing to
update the addresses of people or businesses that have moved. Access
USPS NCOALink and Canada Post NCOA data and meet USPS
Move-Update requirements for discounts.

--PRESORT OBJECT®: A PAVE CERTIFIED solution, including
palletization, to sort qualifying mail pieces for maximum postal discounts
and direct mail savings.

--MATCHUP®: Gain a unified view of contact data across your organi-
zation by identifying duplicate records with domain-specific knowledge
of contact information. Implement three custom merge-purge functions
and find near-data matches with industry-accepted ‘fuzzy matching’
algorithms.

--GLOBAL IP LOCATOR: Reduce fraud and geo-target prospects by
identifying a website’s geographic location.

--PROPERTY CLOUD SERVICE: Identify real estate trends and
neighborhood characteristics with access to comprehensive U.S. property
and mortgage data for over 140 million records. It includes 165 informa-
tion fields to customize your property lists by owner information, prop-
erty value, current sale information, and much more.

--LISTWARE®: Self-service data quality tool to clean, verify, and en-
rich your contacts in all your lists. Available in the Cloud (online) or as
plugin for popular systems like Microsoft® Excel®, Salesforce®. Capa-
bilities include global address verification, address auto-completion, de-
mographic, geographic, property enrichment, and more to increase the
sales and marketing power of your contacts.

CONTACT: For more information on Melissa products call
800-800-MAIL, visit www.melissa.com, and follow us on Twitter
@melissadata.
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§ Neopost USA
CATEGORY: Database/Postal Software

PRODUCT: Bulk Mailer

COMPANY: Neopost USA, 478 Wheelers Farms Rd., Milford, CT
06461. Phone: 800-NEOPOST (636-7678).

BULK MAILER: Make your mailing operation much more productive
with Neopost’s Bulk Mailer® software (powered by Satori). Prepare
USPS® compliant direct mail faster and more easily. Increase mail
deliverability, navigate complex postal regulations and achieve the low-
est postage rates. Superior productivity features include wizard-based
processes, reusable task templates, comprehensive data exchange and
an unmatched mail piece designer. Enjoy unsurpassed mail preparation
with features such as CASS Certified™ address correction, PAVE™
certified postal presorting, list cleaning, and so much more. Upgrade to
Bulk Mailer Business for faster performance with the largest address
data files.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-NEOPOST (636-7678) or
click www.neopostusa.com.

Make Your Mailing Operations 
More Profitable 

Try MAILERS Online with Free SmartMover  
www.melissa.com/mcloud
1-800-MELISSA (635-4772)

Mailing Software Global Verify Dedupe

Data Appends Move Update Lists/Leads 

@
+

• Clean addresses for 
   better deliverability

• Qualify for the lowest 
   postal rates

• Access 100s of fresh, 
   accurate lists 
 



§ Rollem International
CATEGORY: Die Cutting Systems

PRODUCT: Insignia Die Cutting Machines

COMPANY: Rollem International, 1650 S Lewis St., Anaheim,
CA92805-6413. Phone: 800-272-4381. Web: www.insigniadiecut.com.

DESCRIPTION: The Insignia machines are offered in a variety of con-
figurations to best suit each users individual production needs. The ma-

chine is offered in three
sheet size capacities;
Insignia5 handles up to a
20x15" or 51x38cm
sheet, Insignia6 handles
up to a 20x20" or
51x51cm maximum, and
the largest Insignia7 will
run a B2 size 30x24" or
76x61cm sheet.

FEATURES: Built with
a purely mechanical

functionality in mind, the Insignia machines do not rely on servo motor
timing or complicated electronic sensors to remain in phase. From the
double sheet detector to the true "press register" system, the Insignia
functions on a geared, chain-linked movement cycle, so the timing of the
machine is ensured to remain constant day in and out. Utilizing flexible
die technology, the Insignia machines are capable of being changed from
job to job in a matter of minutes. Featuring a press-style register system
and top suction air feeder, the Insignia can process a range of materials

and stocks anywhere from 50LB cover weight papers all the way up to
30pt card.

OPTIONS: The Insignia machines feature two different delivery mod-
ules to best suit each customers' individual production requirements and
demands. A waste stripping unit is the first, this system will remove the
skeleton or matrix from a sheet of die cut product using mechanical trim
deflectors and air knives. The second option is a high capacity receding
stacker, which is designed to accept a full sheet of either kiss cut work, or
die cut products that are tick-tied into the sheet to keep the full sheet
in-tact. Both delivery systems are interchangeable within five minutes.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-272-4381 or click
www.insigniadiecut.com or visit www.rollemusa.com.

Database/Postal Software Digital Mail Systems
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§ Pitney Bowes Inc.
CATEGORY: Database/Postal Software

PRODUCT: ConnectRight™ Mailer

COMPANY: Pitney Bowes Inc., 3001 Summer Street, Stamford, CT
06926-0700. Tele: 877-682-7687. Web: PitneyBowes.com

CONNECTRIGHT™ MAILER MAIL MANAGEMENT SOFT-
WARE: Cleanse addresses, update moves and presort mail for the best
possible USPS discounts with a single click. It’s easy with ConnectRight
Mailer mail management software from Pitney Bowes. The best time to
correct mistakes is before they happen and ConnectRight Mailer gives
you access to the latest USPS address information and full service NCOA
Link, so you have the most up-to-date customer address data when pro-
cessing your mail. Our address data software combines a local app for
saved jobs and fast processing with the power and flexibility of the cloud
to ensure you always have the latest USPS address data and reports.
There’s no need to manually update any local software. You also get ac-
cess to various USPS® commercial rates including First Class, Standard,
mixed-weight processing, and other services. You have a lot invested in
creating the perfect communication - don’t waste it with poor data.
ConnectRight Mailer helps you maximize your mail’s ROI.

CONTACT: For more information call 877-682-7687 or visit Pitney
Bowes at PitneyBowes.com.

Insignia5 with 40' Feed Capacity
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§ Eco-Mail
CATEGORY: Digital Mail Systems

PRODUCT: Eco-Mail Enterprise

COMPANY: Eco-Mail, 118 North Bedford Road, Suite 100, Mt. Kisco,
NY 10549. Key Contact: Roy Spinelli. Phone: 914.214.7600. Email:
paperless@eco-mail.com

OVERVIEW: Eco-Mail provides companies with digital mail systems
for digitizing, distributing, and tracking incoming mail — resulting in
dramatic savings. The vast majority of internal mail expense is related to
moving physical paper to the right destination. Eco-mail eliminates virtu-
ally all of those costs — often $1-2 per piece of mail – while it boosts effi-
ciency, accountability, and responsiveness. It performs at enterprise
scale, already in use at one the top 5 U.S. banks.

BOOST EFFICIENCY: In a seemingly “100% digital” world, corpora-
tions still receive 27 billion pieces of B2B mail per year. Up to 70% of
that mail is transactional. It’s addressed to – and demands action from – a
department, not an individual. Often, that mail is opened, reviewed, and
resorted by subject matter experts, then repackaged for forwarding –
while still on paper.

Yet nearly all of that mail can be efficiently digitized at its point of entry.
Eco-Mail enables high-speed, centralized scanning upon receipt, with all
onward delivery in digital form. Moving mail from one point to another
becomes essentially free and instantaneous, eliminating vast amounts of
infrastructure, time, and labor. For any business that works from multiple
geographies, these efficiencies – and savings – can be huge.

MAXIMIZE ACCOUNTABILITY: Eco-mail makes 100% of your
mail accountable – you know where everything is and what’s happened
to it, at every moment. Every digitized document can be viewed by an un-
limited number of authorized recipients. Integrated audit trails automati-
cally build a record of who's seen each document, and what they've done
with it. The result is newfound control and efficiency in meeting regula-
tory and compliance requirements.

IMPROVE RESPONSIVENESS: By streamlining inefficient internal
operations, response times improve exponentially. The result is improved
levels of satisfaction among colleagues, partners, and customers – and
heightened perceptions of your business and your brand.

CONTACT: To learn more call 914-214-7600 or email
paperless@eco-mail.com

Digital Mail Systems
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